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This is the fourth college group I have had the pleasure of addressing 

during this campaign year~ 

I have been impressed and pleased by the large numbers of you.ng men and 

women who have evidenced a very a0iive interest in the Rep~blican nomination. 

It is an evidence of a concern w~th good government for our nation. It is also 

a sign that the young people of this cou:c.·~ry believe that this is a Republican 

year. I have noticed that a winning team always attracts big crowds. 

The big crowds which are taking part in thes,e college and university Re-

publican conventions) and the huge turnouts all over the nation in primaries 

and in pr 8C in0t and county meetiEgs r are evidence no·c only that the Republican 

party is aro,J.sed!' but also that it believes that 1:)52 is definitely a victory 

year. 

The Rapr•blica:1 Party and a majority of the people of America want a 

Fu.T..clillg inter·national policy has seriou~ly damaged the prestige of our 

nation. That is one of the great tragedies which must be charged to the present 

administration, and the Republican Party is determined to correct it. 

Not until we achieve a real peace, under enlightened leadership, can we 

hope to make a substantial cut in our national budget and ease our crushing --

tax loado 
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America needs--and the world needs--a national administration in this 

country which features cooperation and teamwork and which promotes unity among 

all our pe~ple. That vital goal is one which can be achieved under vital leader-

ship. 

We must clean out every vestige of corruption in our federal government. 

We must give the government back to the people. 

The nation was shocked a few days ago when a United States Assistant 

Attorney General, arguing the steel seizure case; declared that the Constitution 

did not limit the powers of the President. 

That is the inevitable conclusion toward which the present administration 

has been pointing. The Democrat administration now officially declares that it 

belie~es in government by executive order. 

I tell you that a sound, forward-looking Republican administration, de-

dicated to a policy of national unity and justice for all groups, can create an 

atmosphere in which differences can be worked out before they reach the emergency 

stage, I assure you that a Republican administration will respect the responsi-

bilities and the rights of Congress and of the courts. 

You younger citizens have the most to gain from good government. You 

have the most to gain from peace, and the most to lose if we .stumble into a 

global hot war or continue forever a costly cold war. 

It is not my mission here today to endorse any Republican candidate. 

You will choose yourself the man whom you believe will make the best 

candidate and the best President. 

Despite Democrat mistakes and blunders, victory in November will not be 

easy. The Republican Party is outnumbered by the Democrat Party and we must 

attract at least three-fifths of the Independent vote to be even with the oppo
sition. 

Y1hen we choose our party's 
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nominee in July, I urge you to work for his 
before. We must not fail in 1952. 
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